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ousiy need a carefully controlled environment and expert
guidance. They need regular meals, and an education that
is individually supervised. Such a boy was Paul who began
his delinquent career at ten years of age and by fourteen
was firmly established in it. At ten, it was evident that he
should be removed from his unfavorable home and neigh-
borhood environment. This was not done. Thus his subse-
quent career might more justly be characterized, as the case
of a delinquent society than as the case of a delinquent boy,
Adjustment through Everyday Situations. — Everyday
concrete situations supply the best means of gaining emo-
tional insight into habits of adjustment to personal and
social relationships. The method and attitude of the
teacher, the program of school activities, the influence of
fellow pupils are all parts of the school environment to
which the child is continually responding.
Education has unfortunately had as its main objective the com-
pressing into a common mold of all the varied possibilities which the
individual child represents rather than an effort to discover in each
one his outstanding capacities and to enable him to unfold all of
those marvelous qualities with which he has been endowed and de-
velop his capacity for living to the fullest possible extent. . . ,
Happy mean whereby the individual might be considered from the
point of view of a social unit. As such, society becomes of absolute
importance to him, as only through it can he find his greatest indi-
vidual development, and, per contra, only through the greatest in-
dividual development of each unit can society reach its greatest
possibilities. Education of the individual and development of social
standards are mutually related in this way and must be considered,
not apart, but together.30
The teacher endeavors to discover why a child, for exam-
ple, constantly asserts his personality at the expense of his
companions. He works with the child in order to help
him live harmoniously with his fellows.31
There must, however, be provision for progression of
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